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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

We  investigate  the  modulation  of  the  charge  injection  in  organic  field-effect  transistors  with  self-
assembled  monolayers  (SAMs)  using  both  a  bottom-gate  and  a top-gate  geometry.  The  current
modulation  by  using  SAMs  is  more  pronounced  in  the top-gate  geometry  due  to  the  better  defined
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upper  surface  of the  bottom  source  and  drain  electrodes.  By  modifying  Ag  electrodes  with  a perfluori-
nated  monolayer  an  injection  barrier  as  high  as 1.6  eV  into  poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)  can  be  surmounted,
enabling  the  measurement  of  the saturated  field-effect  mobility  of  6  ×  10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
rganic field-effect transistor

. Introduction

In recent years organic materials, and especially conjugated
olymers, have attracted considerable attention for application in
olymeric and molecular electronic devices because of their unique
echanical and electrical properties. The solution processability

rovides the opportunity to produce on large area plastic substrates
ow-cost devices such as pixel engines in large-area active matrix
isplays and circuit components in radio frequency identification
ags or smart cards [1].  The use of conjugated polymers in field-
ffect transistors (OFET) [2] and integrated circuits [3] requires

 precise control of the key device parameters such as mobility,
urrent modulation and threshold voltage. The device mobility of
FETs [4] depends, apart from sample preparation and deposition
ethods [1,3,5,6], on charge injection and transport [7].  The charge

ransport mechanism in OFETs is well-established [8,9], whereas
he physical understanding of charge injection is less developed
10].

The hole injection in organic electronic devices is affected by the

nergy difference between the Fermi level of the metal electrodes
nd the energy of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the
olymeric semiconductor [11,12].  Lowering this energy difference

� Dedicated to the memory of Prof. Bert de Boer who  passed away in January 2009.
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will improve the charge injection [13–15].  The injection barrier for
a given polymer can be controllably tuned by changing the work
function of the electrode through the use of self-assembled mono-
layers (SAMs). Alkanethiols are well-known to self-assemble into
dense and uniform monolayers on metals like Au, Ag, Cu, Hg, and Pd.
The macroscopic electric dipole moment of the ordered monolayer
leads to a charge redistribution of the metal surface. The work func-
tion of the metal/SAM system is therefore substantially different
than that of the bare metal [16–18].

SAMs have been used to modify the work function of source
and drain electrodes, especially in FETs based on polycrystalline
semiconductors like pentacene [19–24]. However, in that case the
reported changes in current modulation can, next to modulation
of the injection barrier, also be due to different morphology of the
deposited semiconductor at the contact. To unambiguously corre-
late a change in current modulation to a change in injection barrier
due to application of a SAM, we  apply amorphous semiconductors.

Beside injection barriers also the geometry of the OFET can have
a large effect on the device mobility [25]. Three common geometries
have been reported: the bottom contact/bottom-gate (BC/BG), bot-
tom contact/top-gate (BC/TG) and top contact/bottom-gate (TC/BG)
configuration, as shown in Fig. 1 [4].  The top contact/bottom-gate
(TC/BG) is similar to an inverted bottom contact/top-gate (BC/TG)

and therefore disregarded. The difference between the bottom
gate and top gate configuration is the position of the source and
drain electrode with respect to both the gate electrode and the
transport channel. In the bottom gate configuration, charges are

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.synthmet.2011.08.020
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03796779
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/synmet
mailto:fatemeh.gholamrezaie@philips.com
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ig. 1. Field-effect transistors configurations: (a) bottom contact, bottom gate (B
njection area at the ill-defined corner of the metal electrode in the bottom gate co
onfiguration (II) are highlighted.

irectly injected from the electrode into the transport channel at
he semiconductor/gate dielectric interface. In the top gate con-
guration the source and drain electrode are separated from the
ransport channel by a bulk semiconductor layer. The charges are
hen injected not only from the edge of the electrodes but also
rom those parts of the electrode that overlap with the gate: the
pper surface area of the electrodes [26–29].  The question is now
hether a modification of the workfunction of the source and drain

lectrode by SAMs is equally effective in the different configura-
ions. Here, we report the effect of modifying the injecting bottom
ontacts using SAMs in the bottom-gate and top-gate geometry.

. Experimental

Organic field-effect transistors were made using heavily doped
ilicon wafers as bottom-gate electrode, with a 250 nm thick layer
f thermally grown SiO2 as a bottom-gate dielectric. 80 nm Ag
ource and drain electrodes were defined by photolithography on

 2 nm Cr adhesion layer. Two SAMs were investigated, hexade-
anethiol (HDT) and 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecanethiol (PFDT).
he substrates with Ag electrodes were immersed for two days
nto the ethanolic solution of the molecules of about 1–3 × 10−3 M.
fter self-assembly, the substrates were thoroughly rinsed with
thanol, toluene, and 2-propanol, and dried with a deionized N2
ow. Prior to the deposition of the organic semiconductor the
ubstrate was treated with HMDS to passivate the surface. The
emiconducting polymers poly(2-methoxy-5-(2′-ethylhexyloxy)-
,4-phenylene vinylene) (MEH-PPV) and poly(9,9-dioctylfluorene)
PFO) were spincoated from toluene in a glove box. The layer thick-
ess was around 50 nm for MEH-PPV and 80 nm for PFO. A 400 nm

ayer of poly(trifluoro-ethylene) (PTrFE) was used as a top-gate
ielectric. The transistor was finished by evaporation through a

hadow mask of 80 nm Ag as the top-gate. Electrical measurements
ere carried out in a probe station under high vacuum (10−6 mbar)
ith a Keithley 4200–SCS Semiconductor Characterization System.

he electrical characteristics are measured for both the top-gate
; (b) top contact, bottom gate (TC/BG); (c) bottom contact, top gate (BC/TG). The
ation (I) and the perpendicular injection area at the metal electrode in the top gate

transistor and the bottom-gate transistor processed on the same
wafer.

3. Results and discussion

The dipole moment of SAMs of alkanethiols and perfluorinated-
alkanethiols exhibit a different sign [13,16]. Therefore they either
increase or decrease the workfunction. The work function of Ag as
measured with a Kelvin probe amounted to 4.3 eV. Application of
a HDT SAM yields a workfunction of 3.8 eV and application of a
PFDT SAM yields a workfunction of 5.5 eV. The values derived here
are comparable to the values as measured and calculated in earlier
work [16,30].

The output characteristics of bottom-gate transistors with MEH-
PPV as the semiconductor (chemical structure as inset) and bare
and SAM modified source and drain electrodes are presented in
Fig. 2a. We  observe that the current modulation using bare Ag elec-
trodes is rather poor. The current modulation does not change using
HDT modified electrodes. A small increase however is observed
when using PFDT modified electrodes. The output characteristics of
the corresponding bottom-gate transistors are presented in Fig. 2b.
The current modulation is poor with bare Ag electrodes and even
decreases using HDT treated electrodes. However, an enhanced
current modulation is observed using PFDT modified electrodes.
We note that the current enhancement using PFDT is larger in the
top-gate configuration than in the bottom-gate configuration.

The differences in current modulation correspond with the
changes in injection barrier. The HOMO of MEH-PPV is situated
at 5.2 eV. Hence the injection barriers are estimated as 0.9 eV for
bare Ag electrodes, 1.4 eV for HDT modified electrodes and −0.3 eV
for using PFDT modified electrodes. The current in the transistors
with bare Ag electrodes is injection limited. The injection is worse

using HDT modified electrodes and improves using PFDT modified
electrodes. The current enhancement in the top-gate transistor is
generally larger compared the bottom-gate configuration due to
lower contact resistances [31]. Regardless of the FET configuration,
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Fig. 2. Output characteristics of a MEH-PPV bottom-gate field-effect transistor (a)
and of a top-gate field-effect transistor (b). Black circles represent bare Ag source-
drain electrodes; red triangles HDT modified Ag electrodes and green circles PFDT
modified Ag electrodes. The channel widths and channel lengths are 20 mm and
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Fig. 3. Output characteristics of a PFO bottom-gate field-effect transistor (a) and
of  a top-gate field-effect transistor (b). Black circles represent bare Ag source-drain
electrodes; red triangles HDT modified Ag electrodes and green circles PFDT modi-
fied Ag electrodes. The insets present the current on a semi-logarithmic scale. The
0  �m. The gate bias is −50 V. The inset shows the chemical structure of MEH-PPV.
For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is
eferred to the web  version of the article.)

oth SAM layer affect the performance. PFDT increases the current
n the output characteristics of the MEH-PPV OFET whereas HDT
owers the current output. However, the influence of both HDT and
FDT SAMs on charge injection in top-gate configuration is more
ronounced than the bottom-gate. We  attribute these differences
o the quality of the SAM. In bottom-gate OFET, the conducting
hannel is directly in contact with the source and drain electrodes.
he conducting channel in OFETs has been proven to be in the order
f a few nanometers [32–34].  The rest of the semiconductor actu-
lly does not participate in the transport. Charge injection in OFETs
herefore takes places in very narrow region namely the corner of
he electrode/dielectric interface as depicted with (I) in Fig. 1a. The
ide indicated with (I) of the deposited metal electrode may  have an
ll-defined crystal structure, and not clearly Ag(1 1 1) [35]. Highly
rdered thiol SAMs however are formed on well-defined metallic
urfaces such as Ag(1 1 1) [16]. Due to ill-defined crystal structure at
he corner of the electrode with the semiconductor/gate dielectric
he monolayer is expected to be highly disordered. Subsequently
he workfunction does not correspond to that measured for modi-
ed bulk electrodes i.e. Ag(1 1 1). The injection barrier in the corner
herefore is larger than expected from the Kelvin probe measure-
ent [36–40].  Measuring the actual value of the work function
owever is hampered by experimental limitations. In the top-gate
eometry however the whole top surface, Ag(1 1 1) of the electrode
hat overlaps with the gate electrode is injecting. The Kelvin probe
channel widths and channel lengths are 10 mm and 20 �m. The gate bias is −40 V.
The inset shows the chemical structure of PFO. (For interpretation of the references
to  color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

measurement shows that the SAM is macroscopically ordered as
pointed in Fig. 1c [41]. Hence the injection barrier in the top-gate
configuration is effectively lowered and the current is enhanced.

In order to estimate the injection barrier that can be surmounted
by a SAM we used a semiconducting polymer with a deeper lying
HOMO, viz. PFO, the chemical structure of which is shown as inset in
Fig. 3a. The HOMO of PFO is located at 5.9 eV leading to an injection
barrier with bare Ag of 1.6 eV. The output characteristics of bottom-
gate transistors using both bare and SAM modified source and drain
electrodes are presented in Fig. 3a. As inset, the current modulation
by applying SAMs is shown on a logarithmic scale. When using bare
Ag or HDT modified electrodes, there is no current modulation. The
injection is completely blocked due to the large injection barriers
estimated as 1.6 eV and 2.1 eV respectively. Only when using PFDT
modified electrodes charge can be injected and current modulation
is observed, which agrees with the estimated small injection barrier
of only 0.4 eV.

The output curves of the corresponding PFO top-gate transistors
are presented on a linear scale in Fig. 3b. For comparison the inset
shows the output curves on a semi-logarithmic scale. Similarly as
in Fig. 3a, when using either bare Ag or HDT modified electrodes

there is no charge injection and no current modulation. With PFDT
modified electrodes current modulation is observed, which indi-
cates that the use of SAMs can surmount an injection barrier of
1.6 eV. The current in the top-gate configuration is slightly larger
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han that in the bottom gate configuration. The saturated device
obility is calculated as 6 × 10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1. The slightly larger

evice mobility in the top gate configuration as compared to the
ottom configuration can be due to the microscopic order in the
AM, as explained above for the MEH-PPV transistors.

. Conclusion

In summary, the injection barrier in field-effect transistors can
e tuned by using SAM modified source and drain electrodes. We
ave demonstrated that barriers up to 1.6 eV can be surmounted.
or such barrier hardly any FET characteristics is observed for bare
lectrodes. The modification is more effective in a top-gate con-
guration than in a bottom-gate configuration, which is due to a
etter order of the molecules in the SAM on top of the electrodes
s compared to the side and corner of the electrode.
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